
 

Cut here

The empty white “box” was part of the 1964 livery spec., but its use was ‘undefined’.

RIB  (along bevelled edge)

The strut (24) is fitted beween (19) and (f) so that the square on it 
will be in line with the top part of (8). Add the vac. cylinder & 
bracket (you will need tweezers) – it will be offset to the left. Fit 
the 2 small struts (g - near the handrail/ headstock “b” on the 
sprue) as shown. Step (e) fits on (19) level with the squares on the 
front. 
Chutes: the chute ends locate outside the ribs on the sides, & on 
the hopper – the one with “X” on the inside goes at the “Control” 
end. The chutes locate against the studs on the ends with the long 
edge flush with the corners of the ends. The chute dividers fit 
between the sides & slopes under the centre side upright – lines on 
chute & rib on side aid positioning. Cut 1.5mm off the end of the 
door operating rods (15) - end nearest the top on the moulding 
diagram– and fit to the chute end & divider. The chute inner 
support (4) can be used if the point is cut off at the line marked on 
it.
Handwheels: cut 3 lengths of wire 36mm long & fit to 
handwheels – 3 x (21). The shafts fit to the bottom of (17)  & rest 
on the ribs on the chute end — you will need a sticky adhesive for 
the wires. Remove the lower shaft on the handbrake cross shaft (7) 
(X on component diagram) – these wagons did not 
have the reversing lay shaft fitted to the later wagons, 
so the handbrake wheel was turned in different 
directions for “on/off” on each side of the wagon, 
which may have led to mistakes! Cut off both shafts if 
you are using bogie mounted couplings (at “v”s, 
leaving just the outer part for the handwheels). Fit 
behind the “plain” headstock (c) & add wheels (22). Buffers: 
slide the collar (r) onto the head (b/h) and apply solvent to the 
body end. Fit the head, & slide the collar towards the body until it 
just covers the join. 
Handrails: Cut two 21mm lengths of the wire supplied and bend 5mm from one end (see lettering diagram). They fit in the 
holes in the sides (!) to just under the ends of hopper end (a). Fit steps to back of sides at “control” end – the steps should 
slope outwards. If you have small radius curves leave fitting the steps until after the bogies are in place to check 
that they will not foul the bogies. They can be fitted as near to the headstock as possible, but this is not the correct 
position.  
Bogies:  Fit bearings from the inside, and add wheels by putting one axle into a bearing and gently spreading the 
frames so that the other end can be put into its bearing. The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to 
give the best running of the wheels. Fit the axleboxes (from the handrail sprue — the bottom is attached to the 
sprue) over the bearings. Put screws through bolsters from the side with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the bolster & 
add the nut. Hornby or Bachmann couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates to the inner pegs on the bogie centre 
extension, then cutting off the protruding part of the extension (with the other pegs) and attaching the coupling to the adaptor. 
The corners on Hornby couplings & the “wings” on Bachmann Mini couplings need to be cut off to clear the wheels. Fit the 
bolster to the bogie mounting plate (23) between the two ribs – the centre of the bogie should be in line with the vertical end of 
the side.  
Painting/lettering: SR: Red Oxide with black bogies. BR livery: Black overall with Yellow or White lettering. Some may 
have been “Gulf Red”. Post 1964 livery: Olive Green with Black bogies. Steps, handwheels/handrails and handwheels should be 
White. The ex-SR wagons were also later labelled “WALRUS”. Nos. were  SR:  62005-29;  BR : DS62005-29.
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